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Abstract

In 1953 P. P. Korovkin proved that if(7"n) is a sequence of positive linear operators defined on the space 0
of continuous real 27t-periodic functions and lim,_,, TnJ = / uniformly for / = 1, cos and sin. then
lim,,_ , Tn/ = /uniformly for all/e C. We extend this result to spaces of continuous functions defined on a
locally compact abelian group G, with the test family {1, cos, sin | replaced by a set of generators of the
character group of G.

1980 Mathematics subject classification {Amer. Math. Soc): primary 41 A 65, 41 A 36; secondary 43 A 22,
47 B 55.

Throughout A' will denote a nonempty set, B(X) the space of bounded complex-
valued functions on X, and A(X) a subalgebra of B(X) containing the constant
functions and closed under complex conjugation.

A linear operator T from A(X) into B(X) will be called positive if Tf ^ 0 whenever
/ ^ 0. It is easy to show that such an operator takes real functions into real functions,
and | 7 / | ^ Tg whenever/, ge A(X) and | / | ^ g. In particular T is continuous with
|| T\\ = || T\ ||, where 1 denotes the constant function with value 1 and B{X) and its
subspaces are given the uniform norm || • ||.

It is of considerable interest in approximation theory to examine the convergence
properties of a sequence (Tn) of positive linear operators. Fundamental to this are the
results that deduce from the convergence of Tn g to g (g e S( X)) that of Tn f t o / for all
/ e A(X), where S(X) is a (small) subset of A{X). We refer to S(X) as a test family for
A( X) (and (Tn)); see Freud (1964). One of the earliest results of this type was that of P.
P. Korovkin who showed that {1, cos, sin} is a test family for the space of continuous
27i-periodic real functions; see Korovkin (1960), Theorem 4, p. 17.
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[2] Positive linear operators 181

In this paper we extend Korovkin's result to where the underlying space is an
arbitrary Hausdorff locally compact abelian group G. The subalgebras of B(G) that
will be of interest are 7"(G) and C(G), the spaces of respectively trigonometric
polynomials and bounded uniformly continuous functions. The former is just the
algebra generated by the character group F of G. Subsets of F generating the group
will serve as test families for T{G) and C(G).

Our lirst result is quite general, giving conditions under which the convergence of
a net {Tp) of positive linear operators on two functions can be extended to their
product. Here and elsewhere in the paper, unless otherwise stated, convergence will
be understood to be in the uniform topology.

THEOREM 1. Let (Tp) he a net of positive linear operators from A(X) into B(X),

fgeA{X), and suppose thai Tph -> h for h = \,fg,\f\2 and \g\2. Tlien Tpf->fand

Tp[fg) ^fy.

PRCX)F. The positivity of Tp gives immediately that Tpf= (Tpf) , and this proves
the first assertion.

For each te X define tf>teA(X) by

\(i-yit)

Then

-fit) Tj-f(t) Tpf- g{t) Tp g - Sit) Tp g

and the assumptions on (Tp) show that lim Tp(f>,it) = 0, the convergence being
uniform inf. Choose;: > Oand write d = £2(||/| | + ||?y ||)~2, where we assume that / g
are not identically zero. Then, for teX,

\fg-ifg)it)\^\\f\\\g-g(t)

Hence, appealing to the remarks in the Introduction,

I Tp(fg)-ifg)(t) Tp 1 | *c ,(Tp 1 +S~l Tp4>,),

and the result follows.

Since characters have modulus 1, Theorem 1 gives immediately:
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182 Walter R. Bloom and Joseph F. Sussich [3]

COROLLARY 1. Let(Tp) be a net of positive linear operators from T(G) into B(G) and
suppose that S = {yeF: Tpy-*y} contains the identity character. Then S is a
subgroup of F.

Our analogue of Korovkin's theorem for compact abelian groups is:

THEOREM 2. Suppose G is compact and let (Tp) be a net of positive linear operators
from C(G) into B(G). Then any set S of generators of F containing the identity is a test
family for C(G).

PROOF. Assume Tpy ->y for all yeS. Since S generates F and contains the identity,
Corollary 1 gives that the convergence holds for all yeF. Now

II TP\\ = II TP ! II ~* II 1II = !' s o t n a t t h e Tp are eventually uniformly bounded. As
T(G) is dense in C(G) it follows that Tpf->f for all feC(G).

For noncompact groups we restrict attention to positive convolution operators T
given by Tf= fi*f(feC(G)), where fi is a positive bounded Radon measure and
H */(*) = $f(xy- x)dn(y) for all xeG.

THEOREM 3. Let (Tn) be a sequence of positive convolution operators from C(G) into
B(G). Then any set S of generators ofT containing the identity is a test family for C(G).

PROOF. AS in the compact case we have that jin * y = Tn y -> 7, which implies that
fi-niy) ~* 1> f°r a " y^F. It follows from Levy's continuity theorem (Heyer (1977),
Theorem 1.4.2) that the sequence (/ij converges weakly to the Dirac measure Si
placed at the identity, that is \fd[in ->/(l) for al l /e C(G). We now appeal to Heyer
(1977), 1.2.20(2), to deduce that (jij is a tight sequence of measures; in fact for our
case the proof shows even more, namely given any <: > 0 and compact neigh-
bourhood V of the identity in G there exists a positive integer n0 such that
| | ^ | | - / i n ( K ) ^ e for all n ^ n0.

We now show that for/e C{G),/in *f—>f Let c 6(0, l)bc given and, without loss of
generality, assume that | | / | | = 1. Since / is uniformly continuous there exists a
compact neighbourhood V of the identity in G such that

for all xe G, re V. By the results of the previous paragraph we have the existence of
/!0 such that ||^,,|| — Hn(V) ^ e/6 for all n ^ n0. We may also assume that
11| nn || — 1 I < e/3 for the same range of H, using the properties that /}„( 1) -> 1 and
Hn > 0. Then, for xeG, n > n0,
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)-/U)| = \{f(xy- ')-/(*)} dnn(y)+f(x){\\//„ \\- :

<

| | | | E,

giving the uniform convergence o f / / n * / t o / , and the theorem follows.

There is no possibility of extending Theorem 3 to nets, as we now show using an
example of Kendall and Lamperti (1970). Let G be any noncompact group and take
a compact symmetric neighbourhood Fof the identity. For each finite subset F of F
and ee(0,1) we shall define a probability measure nF c The function/= J^yeFy is
bounded, continuous and almost periodic, and satisfies/(I) = n, where /; is the
cardinality of F. It follows from Hewitt and Ross (1963), (18.1), that there exists yi V
such that | n —f(y) | < i;2/2, and hence 11 — y(y) \ < E for all yeF. Now put nF E = 5y,
the Dirac measure placed at y. The above construction shows that 11 — fiF^{y) \ < £
for all yeF, so that (/xf £) is a net of probability measures with Fourier transforms
converging pointwise to 1. However, it is clear that if heC(G) is supported inside V
and /I(1)T* 0 then

so that the corresponding convolution operators (Tf-e) cannot converge on C(G) to
the identity.

If the requirement that S generate F be dropped then we can no longer deduce that
S is a test family for C(G). In fact if G is compact and S is any subgroup of F then there
exists a net (Tp) of positive linear operators from C(G) into B(G) such that Tpy -> yfor
all y E S and Tp y -> 0 for y e S. To see this consider the compact abelian group
G/A(G,S), which has character group isomorphic to S (Hewitt and Ross (1963),
(23.25), (24.10)); here A(G,S) denotes the annihilator of S in G. By Hewitt and Ross
(1970), (28.53), I}{G/A{G,S)} admits a bounded approximate unit (k'p) of trig-
onometric polynomials. Now define kp on G by kp = k'p - n, where n is the natural
homomorphism of G onto G/A{G, S). Then kp is a trigonometric polynomial on G,
supp/cp <= S and kp, k'p agree on S. It follows that (kp) is a net of trigonometric
polynomials on G satisfying kp(y) -> 1 for all yeS and kp(y) = 0 for y^S, and the
corresponding convolution operators satisfy the assertion above.

For noncompact G we may not even have the convergence of (Tp) on the closure of
S (F has the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of G). Indeed
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consider the sequence (}>„) of characters of the real line R given by yn(x) = exp(i'an.x),
where xe R and an = 2"(2n— 1)~'. Clearly yn -> y in FR, where y(x) = exp(i'x). Define
( U by

fc jn/2, x e [an - 1 //i, an + 1 /H],

[0, otherwise,

where an = 7rn"=i (2 ' - 1)- Note that y{ocn) = - 1 for n = 1,2,.... Furthermore, for

yja.) = exp i2" (2 m - l ) - 1 J t_ r i (2 i - l )

Thus /cn(yj -> 1 for all m but £„(>•) ->• - 1.
However we do have the following result.

THEOREM 4. Let (Tp) be a net of uniformly bounded positive linear operators from
C(G) into B{G) with the following property. For each xeG there exists a compact set
Kx a G such that

(i) for all p, Tpf(x) = 0 whenever Kx n supp/ is empty.
(ii) u {Kx: xeJ} is compact whenever J is.

Suppose that S = {yeV: Tpy—^-> y}, where c denotes uniform convergence on
compact subsets of G. Then S is closed.

PROOF. Let H e G be any compact set, V a compact neighbourhood of the
identity, and put

F = Hu\J{KxV. xeH}.

Using (ii) above we have that F is compact. Assume that S is nonempty and consider
X in the closure of S. Take e > 0 and choose y e S satisfying

|: xeF} < e/3f,

where t = sup {|| Tp ||, 1}, and then choose p0 such that for p ^ p0,

sup{\Tpy(x)-y(x)\:xeF} < c/3.

We shall estimate the term sup{| Tpx(x)- Tpy(x)\: xeH), and the result will follow
from the inequality

Tp X(x) - x(x) | < | T, *(x) - Tp y(x) \ + \Tp y(x) - >•(*) | +1 y(x) - X(x) \.

First we show that for any continuous function /,

\Tpf(x)\^\\Tp\\sup{\f(x)\:xeF}
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holds for all xeH. Let g denote the constant function taking the value
sup{|/(x)|: xeF}. Then | / | ̂  y on F, so that the negative part (g — \f\)~ is
supported inside the complement of Kx for each x e H. It follows from (i) above that

and

\TJ(x)\ < Tp\f\(x)^ Tpg(x)< || T j sup {|/(x)|: xeF},

the inequality holding for all xeH.
Applying this to the continuous function x~7 gives

sup{| TpX(x)-Tpy(x)\: xeH} sj || rjsup{|;e(x)-y(x)|: xeF} < E/3,

as required.

COROLLARY 2. Let (fij be a net of probability measures on G and suppose there is a
compact set K c G such that supp/<p <= K/or a// p. Then S = {ye F: fip(y) -> \) is a
closed subgroup of f.

PROOF. Consider the positive linear operator Tp on C(G) given by Tpf= np*f.
Then Tp y = jlp (y) y and Corollary 1 gives that S is a subgroup of T. To show that S is
closed, observe that (Tp) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4. Indeed uniform
boundedness is clear, and (i) and (ii) are satisfied with Kx = xK~l since
u {xK~l: xeJ}= JK~ ' is compact whenever J is. ThusS = {yeT: np*y—^—> y}
is closed.

REMARK. The requirement on the supports of the \ip can be weakened by
demanding only that {\ip) be a tight net of probability measures. This would involve a
corresponding change in Theorem 4.
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